The Freedom Formula and FlashSonar
VISIONEERS (World Access For The Blind)

Daniel Kish, M.A, M.A., COMS; President, Lead Instructor
VISIONEERS: PROBLEM/SOLUTION

MOST OVERARCHING: SELF-DIRECTED ACHIEVEMENT

Foundational Paradigm of overall approach: Promoting and supporting client self-determination, self-directed achievement;

DEVELOPMENTAL PRINCIPLES
HOW STUDENTS LEARN DEVELOPMENTAL PROCESSES PERCEPTUAL PROCESSES

INSTRUCTIONAL PRINCIPLES
MOST EFFECTIVE/RESPECTFUL WAYS AND PERSPECTIVES THAT FACILITATE LEARNING AND GROWTH

ACTION PRINCIPLES
ACTIVITIES, EXERCISES, DISCUSSION FACILITATE DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS, ABILITIES, CONSTRUCTIVE PERSPECTIVES
VISIONEERS: PROBLEM/SOLUTION
WE TEACH BLIND PEOPLE TO SEE WITH SOUND: WE TEACH BLIND & SIGHTED PEOPLE TO SEE SOLUTIONS

ACCOMPLISHMENTS / TRACTION SINCE 2000

Served
2,500+
Blind persons of all ages across 39 countries
15,000+
Families/Professionals/Other supports
250+
Professional Development Workshops
WHAT WE NEED:

1) At least one implementer with background ideally in event planning, fund raising, management, marketing
2) Direct funding Ä80,000
3) Access to a venue large enough to hold a large event or a series of smaller events
4) Media attention
5) Supportive blindness institutions
THANK YOU

Daniel Kish, President, Lead Visioneer

info@visioneers.org | +1-866-396-7035

visioneers.org